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MAXIMAL HAAGERUP SUBALGEBRAS IN L(Z2 ⋊ SL2(Z))
YONGLE JIANG
Abstract. We prove that L(SL2(k)) is a maximal Haagerup von Neumann subalgebra
inside L(k2 ⋊ SL2(k)) for k = Q. Then we show how to modify the proof to handle k = Z.
The key step for the proof is a complete description of all intermediate von Neumann
subalgebras between L(SL2(k)) and L
∞(Y ) ⋊ SL2(k), where SL2(k) y Y denotes the
quotient of the algebraic action SL2(k) y k̂
2 by modding out the symmetric relation
(x, y) ∼ (−x,−y). As a by-product, we show L(PSL2(Q)) is a maximal von Neumann
subalgebra in L∞(Y ) ⋊ PSL2(Q); in particular, PSL2(Q) y Y is a prime action, i.e. it
admits no non-trivial quotient actions.
1. Introduction
Let N < M be finite von Neumann algebras. Recall that N is a maximal Haagerup von
Neumann subalgebra inM if N has Haagerup property [7,18] and for every intermediate von
Neumann subalgebra N  P < M , P does not have Haagerup property.
In [17], we initiated the study of maximal Haagerup von Neumann subalgebras. One
initial motivation for this study is the hope that this may provide a new angle to study non-
Haagerup von Neumann algebras, e.g. (diffuse) von Neumann algebras with property (T)
[9]. As is well known, free group factors and von Neumann algebras with property (T) are
arguably two most important classes of von Neumann algebras after the intensive studies of
amenable ones [8,12]. For free group factors, one of the first non-trivial structure results on
their von Neumann subalgebras is due to Popa. In 1980s, he proved that generator masas in
free group factors are maximal amenable [25], solving a long-standing open question asked by
Kadison. By analogy, one may ask what we can say about maximal Haagerup von Neumann
subalgebras inside a given von Neumann algebras with property (T) or more generally a von
Neumann algebra without Haagerup property, e.g. L(Z2 ⋊ SL2(Z)).
In [17], we presented several concrete examples of maximal Haagerup von Neumann
subalgebras. For example, if H denotes an infinite maximal amenable subgroup of SL2(Z)
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containing the matrix
(
1 1
1 2
)
, then L(Z2⋊H) is maximal Haagerup in L(Z2⋊SL2(Z)) [17,
Theorem 3.1]. One key ingredient for this is the dichotomy result on ergodic subequivalence
relations for the natural action SL2(Z)y Ẑ2 ∼= T2 due to Ioana [14]. Distinguished from the
above (amenable) subgroup Z2 ⋊H , SL2(Z) is another maximal Haagerup subgroup inside
Z2⋊SL2(Z). In fact, we have classified all maximal Haagerup subgroups inside Z2⋊SL2(Z)
into two distinct classes in [17, Theorem 2.12]. According to this classification, each one of
the above two subgroups is a typical representative for one class respectively. Therefore, it
is natural to ask whether L(SL2(Z)) is also maximal Haagerup inside L(Z2 ⋊ SL2(Z)).
Although the abovementioned question was left open in [17, Problem 5.3], we have
shown several modified versions of the inclusion SL2(Z) < Z2⋊SL2(Z) give rise to maximal
Haagerup group von Neumann subalgebras [17, Corollary 3.6, Corollary 3.9]. In this paper,
we can answer it affirmatively.
Theorem 1.1 (Corollary 4.3). L(SL2(Z)) is maximal Haagerup inside L(Z2 ⋊ SL2(Z)).
This theorem may be thought of as the counterpart of Popa’s result [25] after shifting our
attention away from maximal amenability and concentrate on maximal Haagerup property.
Nevertheless, our proof is different from Popa’s which relies on a rather fine analysis on
certain relative commutants in the ultrapower of the ambient algebra. Instead, our proof
explores a rigid feature on certain von Neumann subalgebras containing L(SL2(Z)).
Next, let us briefly describe the proof. For ease of notation, we take the inclusion
LH < LG for example to explain the method. Same method also works for the inclusion
LG < L∞(X)⋊G for certain p.m.p. action Gy X .
Let N := LH < P < LG := M be an intermediate von Neumann subalgebra. Denote
by τ the canonical trace on LG, and E : (LG, τ)։ (P, τ |P ) the trace preserving conditional
expectation. To prove the above theorem, the natural idea is to completely determine P ,
which is essentially equivalent to determining {E(ug) : g ∈ G}. To do this, we think of
{E(ug) : g ∈ G} as unknowns and try to find sufficiently many equations which involve
these unknowns. In this paper, the following equations are used:
(1) φ(E(ug)) = E(φ(ug)) for all g ∈ G, where φ ∈ Aut(LG, P ), i.e. φ is an automorphism
of LG which fixes P as a set globally, e.g. φ = Ad(u) for any unitary u in LH .
(2) E(E(us)ut) = E(us)E(ut) for all s, t ∈ G.
Note that the use of (1) to solve for {E(ug) : g ∈ G} has already appeared in several
work [5, 6, 16, 17]. Meanwhile, variations of (1) when dealing with M = L∞(X) ⋊ G have
also been used in [5, 17, 22]. By contrast, it seems the use of (2) has not received much
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attention besides in [3, 13, 16, 17]. Our strategy is to first locate certain E(ug)
′s inside a
small enough von Neumann subalgebra by (1) and then use (2) to get sufficiently many
hidden relations among these unknowns to completely solve for them. Similar idea has been
applied in proving [16, Proposition 5.6].
Besides the use of (2) above, we also need two more ingredients for the proof.
First, we will first study the inclusion L(SL2(Q)) < L(Q2 ⋊ SL2(Q)) rather than the
Z-coefficient pairs. The reason is that the affine action k2 ⋊ SL2(k) y k
2 is 2-transitive
(equivalently, SL2(k)y k
2 \ {(0, 0)} is transitive, see [16, Def. 4.2]) only for k = Q but not
for k = Z. This will make the calculation while trying to solve for the unknowns much easier
for k = Q. Consequently, the analogy of the above theorem for Q-coefficient also holds true,
see Corollary 3.5.
Second, for both coefficients, i.e. k = Q or Z, we are not able to determine all intermedi-
ate von Neumann subalgebras in the ambient algebra L(k2 ⋊ SL2(k)) directly by the above
strategy. Instead, we show it works perfectly after restricting to a “large” von Neumann
subalgebra (denoted by M0), i.e. the crossed product coming from the quotient action of
the algebraic action SL2(k)y k̂
2 by modding out the symmetric relation (x, y) ∼ (−x,−y).
Although the necessity of taking this restriction is unclear to us, it does help solving for
the unknowns. For more discussion on this, see the paragraph before Step 3 in the proof of
Theorem 3.1.
Note that the abovementioned subalgebra M0 has Pimsner-Popa index [24] two inside
L(k2 ⋊ SL2(k)). The key result we get is the complete description of all von Neumann
subalgebras containing L(SL2(k)) while sitting inside M0, i.e. Theorem 3.1 (for k = Q) and
Theorem 4.1 (for k = Z). With this description at hand, Theorem 1.1 can be proved using
a standard argument based on the work [5, 15, 19], see the proof of Corollary 3.5, Corollary
4.3.
In view of [17, Proposition 2.19], it would be interesting to study whether the group von
Neumann algebra of upper triangular matrices in SL3(Z) is maximal Haagerup in L(SL3(Z)),
say using the above strategy.
Organization of the paper: In Section 2, we briefly review several notions, including
Haagerup property, relative property (T), algebraic actions, weak mixing and compactness.
In Section 3, we study the Q-coefficient inclusion L(SL2(Q)) < L(Q2 ⋊ SL2(Q)) and this
section is split into two subsections. In subsection 3.1, we consider the simpler case: inclu-
sion of factors L(PSL2(Q)) < L∞(Y )⋊PSL2(Q) and show there are no other intermediate
von Neumann subalgebras (Theorem 3.2). Then all intermediate von Neumann subalgebras
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between L(SL2(Q)) and L∞(Y )⋊ SL2(Q) are determined (Theorem 3.1) in subsection 3.2.
Moreover, we deduce three corollaries (Corollary 3.3, 3.4, 3.5) in this Section. These corol-
laries show that PSL2(Q)y Y is a free, weakly mixing and prime action and L(PSL2(Q))
(resp. L(SL2(Q))) is maximal Haagerup inside L∞(Y )⋊PSL2(Q) (resp. L(Q2⋊SL2(Q))).
In Section 4, we show how to modify the proof in previous section to deal with the Z-
coefficient inclusion L(SL2(Z)) < L(Z2 ⋊ SL2(Z)). Theorem 1.1 is proved in this section.
Then the paper is concluded with an appendix, where we include details for the induction
step in the proof of Theorem 4.1, which describes all intermediate von Neumann subalgebras
between L(SL2(Z)) and L
∞(Y )⋊ SL2(Z).
Notations: The following notations will be used in the context.
• For a p.m.p. action G y (X, µ), ker(G y X) denotes the kernel of the action, i.e.
ker(Gy X) := {g ∈ G : gx = x, ∀ µ− a.e. x ∈ X}.
• For a sentence S, δS or δ(S) denotes the function which takes value 1 if S holds true
and 0 otherwise.
• If N < M are von Neumann algebras and A ⊂ Aut(M), then NA := {x ∈ N :
α(x) = x, ∀ α ∈ A}.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Haagerup property v.s. relative property (T). Haagerup property originated
in the work of Haagerup on free groups [11]. Later on, this approximation property was
proved to be very fruitful for the study of operator algebras. In particular, this property was
defined for finite von Neumann algebras in [7, 18]. We will not use its definition directly in
this paper, for which we refer to [4], [17, Section 1]. Instead, let us recall that a key obstacle
for the Haagerup property in both the group setting and von Neumann algebras setting is
the relative property (T) [2, 9, 27]. More precisely, we will frequently use the two standard
facts: (1) If a group G contains an infinite subgroup with relative property (T), then it does
not have Haagerup property. For example, Z2 ⋊ SL2(Z) does not have Haagerup property
as Z2 is a subgroup with relative property (T) [21]. (2) If N is a diffuse von Neumann
subalgebra inside a finite von Neumann algebra M and N < M has relative property (T),
then M does not have Haagerup property [27].
2.2. Algebraic actions. Let (X, µ) be a compact metrizable abelian group equipped with
the Haar measure µ and α : G → Aut(X) be a group homomorphism from a countable
discrete group G to the continuous automorphism group Aut(X). Then α : G y (X, µ) is
called an algebraic action. Notice that the Pontryagin dual X̂ inherits a G-module structure.
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Conversely, given a countable ZG-module M , it induces an algebraic action Gy M̂ defined
by 〈gχ,m〉 := 〈χ, g−1m〉 for all g ∈ G, χ ∈ M̂ and all m ∈ M , where 〈·, ·〉 denotes the
pairing between M̂ (the Pontryagin dual of M) and M . In this paper, we work with the
algebraic action SL2(k) y k̂
2 for k = Q and Z, where k2 is treated as a SL2(k)-module
defined by matrix multiplication from the left. A basic fact we frequently use is that we
have an isomorphism L(M ⋊ G) ∼= L∞(M̂) ⋊ G for an algebraic action G y M̂ . For more
discussion on algebraic actions, see [20, 28].
2.3. Weak mixing v.s. compactness. Let Gy (X, µ) be a p.m.p. (probability-measure
preserving) action. Recall that it is called weakly mixing if for every finite collection Ω of
measurable subsets of X and every ǫ > 0 there exists an s ∈ G such that |µ(sA ∩ B) −
µ(A)µ(B)| < ǫ for all A, B ∈ Ω. Several conditions are known to be equivalent to being
weakly mixing [20, Theorem 2.25], one of which is to require the only compact elements
in L2(X) under the Koopman representation (i.e. the unitary representation G y L2(X)
defined by (sf)(x) := f(s−1x) for all s ∈ G and a.e. x ∈ X) are the a.e. constant functions.
Here, recall that for a unitary representation π : Gy H, an element ξ ∈ H is called compact
if the set π(G)ξ is compact. For a p.m.p. action G y (X, µ), it is called compact if its
Koopman representation π is compact, i.e. for every ξ ∈ L2(X), ξ is compact. Clearly, for
a non-trivial p.m.p. action G y (X, µ), if it is weakly mixing, then it is not compact and
every non-trivial quotient action is still weakly mixing.
3. Complete description of intermediate von Neumann subalgebras:
Q-coefficient
In this section, we work with the Q-coefficient pairs: L(SL2(Q)) < L(Q2 ⋊ SL2(Q)).
Let G = SL2(Q) and G¯ = PSL2(Q). Let G y X be the algebraic action G y Q̂2.
Consider the quotient action G y Y , where Y is defined by modding out the symmetry
(x, y) ∼ (−x,−y) on X . In other words, L∞(Y ) ⋊ G ∼= A ⋊ G, where A denotes the von
Neumann subalgebra of L(Q2) consisting of all elements
∑
x,y cx,yux,y such that cx,y = c−x,−y
for all (x, y) ∈ Q2. Note that −id ∈ ker(Gy Y ), where id stands for the identity matrix in
G. Therefore, Gy Y descends to an action G¯y Y . Note that these notations will be used
throughout this section unless otherwise specified.
The main result in this section is the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.1. Using the above notations, let P be any intermediate von Neumann subalgebra
between L(G) and A⋊G, then
P ∈
{
L(G), A⋊G, qL(G)⊕ (1− q)(A⋊G), (1− q)L(G)⊕ q(A⋊G)
}
,
where q = 1+u−id
2
is a central projection in A⋊G.
To prove this, we need to first study G¯ = PSL2(Q)y Y .
Theorem 3.2. Let P be an intermediate von Neumann subalgebra between L(G¯) and L∞(Y )⋊
G¯. Then P = L(G¯) or L∞(Y )⋊ G¯. In other words, L(G¯) is a maximal von Neumann sub-
algebra in L∞(Y )⋊ G¯.
To the best of our knowledge, Theorem 3.2 gives the first concrete inclusion of von
Neumann algebras of the form LH < L∞(X)⋊H such that H y X is a free, weakly mixing
p.m.p. action and all intermediate von Neumann subalgebras can be described. Note that
several similar results have appeared recently while assuming H y X is a non-faithful action
[1, 17], profinite action [5, 17], or more generally a compact action [5].
To present a direct corollary, which may be of independent interest, we first recall that
for any p.m.p. action, it is called prime if it admits no non-trivial quotient actions. We are
unaware of any other concrete free prime actions of any non-amenable groups besides the
one in the following corollary.
Corollary 3.3. Using the above notations, G¯y Y is a free, weakly mixing, prime action.
Proof. Clearly, any non-trivial quotient action gives rise to a non-trivial intermediate von
Neumann subalgebra. Theorem 3.2 implies the action is prime. Freeness part is easy to
check and we leave it as an exercise. We are left to check G¯ y Y is weakly mixing. As
ker(G ։ G¯) is finite, it is equivalent to checking G y Y is weakly mixing. As G y Y is a
quotient action of G y X , it suffices to show G y X is weakly mixing. Since G y X is
an algebraic action, by [20, Proposition 2.36], we just need to check that [G : Stab(a)] =∞
for each 0 6= a ∈ X̂ = Q2, where Stab(a) := {g ∈ G : g.a = a}. If a = e1 :=
(
1
0
)
, then
Stab(e1) =
(
1 Q
0 1
)
. Clearly, [G : Stab(e1)] = ∞. For a general 0 6= a ∈ Q2, there exists
some g ∈ SL2(Q) such that a = g.e1. Therefore, [G : Stab(a)] = [G : gStab(e1)g−1] = [G :
Stab(e1)] =∞. 
Moreover, we also have the following two corollaries, whose proof will be given at the
end of subsection 3.1 and subsection 3.2 respectively.
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Corollary 3.4. Using the above notations, L(G¯) is a maximal Haagerup von Neumann
subalgebra in L∞(Y )⋊ G¯.
Corollary 3.5. Using the above notations, LG is maximal Haagerup inside L(Q2 ⋊G).
3.1. Factor inclusion: L(PSL2(Q)) < L∞(Y ) ⋊ PSL2(Q). In this subsection, we prove
Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.4.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The proof is inspired by the proof of [16, Proposition 5.7]. We split
the proof into several steps.
Step 1: preparation and setting up notations.
Let P be any von Neumann subalgebra between N := L(G¯) and M := L∞(Y )⋊ G¯. Let
A := L∞(Y ) < L(Q2) and E be the trace preserving conditional expectation onto P .
Let e1 =
(
1
0
)
∈ Q2. For any g ∈ G and v ∈ Q2, we write g.v for the matrix multiplica-
tion between g and v. Let K =
(
1 Q
0 1
)
and K¯ be the image of K under the quotient map
G։ G¯.
For any 0 6= x ∈ Q and any y ∈ Q, define px,y =
(
x 0
y 1
x
)
, qx =
(
0 −1
x
x 0
)
and
rx =
(
1 x
0 1
)
. Clearly, p−1x,y = p 1
x
,−y, q
−1
x = q−x and r
−1
x = r−x.
Observe that if φ ∈ Aut(L∞(Y )⋊ G¯) and φ(P ) = P , then φ(E(ue1 +u−e1)) = E(φ(ue1 +
u−e1)) as E(ue1 + u−e1) ∈ P . In particular, take φ = Ad(ug) for any g ∈ G¯, we get
ugE(ue1 + u−e1)u
∗
g = E(ug.e1 + u−g.e1).(1)
Clearly, if g ∈ K, then g.e1 = e1. Therefore, we deduce that
E(ue1 + u−e1) ∈ L(K¯)′ ∩M.
Claim 1: L(K¯)′ ∩M ⊆ (A ∩ L(e1Q))⋊ K¯, where e1Q =
(
Q
0
)
< Q2.
Indeed, let a ∈ L(K¯)′ ∩M and a = ∑vg λvgvg be its Fourier expansion, where λvg =
λ(−v)g ∈ C for all v ∈ Q2 and all g ∈ G¯. Then, rnxar−nx = a for every 0 6= x ∈ Q and every
integer n. Hence, we get λ

a
b

g
= λ

a+ bxn
b




1 xn
0 1

g


1 −xn
0 1


for all
(
a
b
)
∈ Q2, all
x ∈ Q \ {0} and all g ∈ G¯. Now, one can check that if g 6∈ K¯ and x 6= 0, then for all n 6= m,
8 YONGLE JIANG(
1 xn
0 1
)
g
(
1 −xn
0 1
)
6=
(
1 xm
0 1
)
g
(
1 −xm
0 1
)
. Therefore, we must have λ

a
b

g
= 0 for
all g 6∈ K¯.
Let g ∈ K¯. If bx 6= 0, then clearly n 6= m implies
(
a + bxn
b
)
6=
(
a+ bxm
b
)
, which in
turn implies that λ

a
b

g
= 0 for all b 6= 0. Therefore, a ∈ (A ∩ L(e1Q))⋊ K¯.
By Claim 1, we can write E(ue1 + u−e1) =
∑
x,y λx,y
(
x
0
)(
1 y
0 1
)
, where λx,y = λ−x,y
for all (x, y) ∈ Q2. In other words,
E(ue1 + u−e1) =
1
2
∑
x,y
λx,y
[(
x
0
)
+
(
−x
0
)](
1 y
0 1
)
.
Note that here and also from now on, we simplify the notation by using v to denote the
canonical unitary uv for all v ∈ Q2. So be alert that v1 + v2 stands for uv1 + uv2 instead of
the sum of two vectors in Q2.
Step 2: find restrictions on the coefficients λx,y.
As E satisfies P -bimodular property, we get
E(E(ue1 + u−e1)(ue2 + u−e2)) = E(ue1 + u−e1)E(ue2 + u−e2),(2)
where e2 =
(
0
1
)
.
From (1), we get that
E(ue2 + u−e2) = E(ug.e1 + u−g.e1), where g =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
∈ G¯
= ugE(ue1 + u−e1)u
∗
g
=
∑
x,y
λx,y
(
0
x
)(
1 0
−y 1
)
=
1
2
∑
x,y
λx,y
[(
0
x
)
+
(
0
−x
)](
1 0
−y 1
)
.
Now, let us compute both sides of (2). Note that from now on, we do not need to worry
about the issue of convergence for (multiple)-sums. It will be clear from the context that we
only care about the coefficients in front of certain terms in the (multiple)-sums, which turn
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out to be always finite sums.
LHS of (2)
= E
{[
1
2
∑
x,y
λx,y
[(
x
0
)
+
(
−x
0
)](
1 y
0 1
)][(
0
1
)
+
(
0
−1
)]}
=
1
2
∑
x,y
λx,yE
{[(
x
0
)
+
(
−x
0
)][(
y
1
)
+
(
−y
−1
)]}(
1 y
0 1
)
=
1
2
∑
x,y
λx,yE
{(
x+ y
1
)
+
(
−x− y
−1
)
+
(
−x + y
1
)
+
(
x− y
−1
)}(
1 y
0 1
)
=
1
2
∑
x,y
λx,yE
{(
x+ y
1
)
+
(
−x− y
−1
)}(
1 y
0 1
)
+
1
2
∑
x,y
λx,yE
{(−x+ y
1
)
+
(
x− y
−1
)}(
1 y
0 1
)
.
(3)
Note that since λx,y = λ−x,y, we can do change of variables to deduce that
1
2
∑
x,y
λx,yE
{(−x+ y
1
)
+
(
x− y
−1
)}(
1 y
0 1
)
=
1
2
∑
x,y
λx,yE
{(
x+ y
1
)
+
(
−x− y
−1
)}(
1 y
0 1
)
.
(4)
Now we compute the first summand. By (1), we get
1
2
∑
x,y
λx,yE
{(
x+ y
1
)
+
(
−x− y
−1
)}(
1 y
0 1
)
=
1
2
∑
x,y
λx,y
(
x+ y x+ y − 1
1 1
)
E(ue1 + u−e1)
(
x+ y x+ y − 1
1 1
)−1(
1 y
0 1
)
=
1
2
∑
x+y 6=0
∑
a,b
λx,yλa,b
(
a(x+ y)
a
)(
1− b(x+ y) y + bx(x+ y)
−b 1 + bx
)
+
1
2
∑
x+y=0
∑
a,b
λx,yλa,b
(
0
a
)(
1 y
−b 1− by
)
.
(5)
By plugging (5) and (4) into (3), we get the following expression:
LHS of (2)
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=
∑
x+y 6=0
∑
a,b
λx,yλa,b
(
a(x+ y)
a
)(
1− b(x+ y) y + bx(x + y)
−b 1 + bx
)
+
∑
x+y=0
∑
a,b
λx,yλa,b
(
0
a
)(
1 y
−b 1− by
)
=
1
2
∑
x+y 6=0
∑
a,b
λx,yλa,b
[(
a(x+ y)
a
)
+
(
−a(x+ y)
−a
)](
1− b(x+ y) y + bx(x+ y)
−b 1 + bx
)
+
1
2
∑
x+y=0
∑
a,b
λx,yλa,b
[(
0
a
)
+
(
0
−a
)](
1 y
−b 1− by
)
(By λa,b = λ−a,b and change of variables)
=
∑
x+y 6=0
∑
a>0
∑
b
λx,yλa,b
[(
a(x+ y)
a
)
+
(
−a(x+ y)
−a
)](
1− b(x+ y) y + bx(x+ y)
−b 1 + bx
)
+
∑
x,b
∑
a>0
λx,−xλa,b
[(
0
a
)
+
(
0
−a
)](
1 −x
−b 1 + bx
)
+
∑
x+y 6=0
∑
b
λx,yλ0,b
2
[(
0
0
)
+
(
0
0
)](
1− b(x+ y) y + bx(x + y)
−b 1 + bx
)
+
∑
x,b
λx,−xλ0,b
2
[(
0
0
)
+
(
0
0
)](
1 −x
−b 1 + bx
)
.
Then, we compute the right hand side of (2) to get
RHS of (2) =
(∑
x,y
λx,y
(
x
0
)(
1 y
0 1
))(∑
a,b
λa,b
(
0
a
)(
1 0
−b 1
))
=
∑
x,y
∑
a,b
λx,yλa,b
(
x+ ay
a
)(
1− by y
−b 1
)
=
∑
x,y
∑
a,b
λx,yλa,b
2
[(
x+ ay
a
)
+
(
−x− ay
−a
)](
1− by y
−b 1
)
(use λx,y = λ−x,y and λa,b = λ−a,b.)
=
∑
x,y,b
∑
a>0
λx,yλa,b
[(
x+ ay
a
)
+
(
−x− ay
−a
)](
1− by y
−b 1
)
(use λx,y = λ−x,y and λa,b = λ−a,b and do change of variables.)
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+
∑
x,y,b
λx,yλ0,b
2
[(
x
0
)
+
(
−x
0
)](
1− by y
−b 1
)
.
Now, fix any a > 0 and (x, y, b) ∈ Q3. By comparing the coefficients in front of the term[(
x+ ay
a
)
+
(
−x− ay
−a
)](
1− by y
−b 1
)
for both sides of (2), we deduce that
λx,yλa,b = δb=0δay+x 6=0λx
a
,yλa,0 + δb6=0
(
δx=0δy 6=0λ0,yλa,b + δ2a+bx=0δby 6=2λ 2
b
,x
a
+y− 2
b
λa,−b
)
+ δx+ay=0
(
δby=2λy,−yλa,−b + δby=0λ−y,yλa,b
)
.
(6)
Recall that here for a sentence S, δS denotes the function which takes value 1 if S is
true and 0 otherwise.
Fix any (x, b, y) ∈ Q3 with x 6= 0, one can compare the coefficients before the term[(
x
0
)
+
(
−x
0
)](
1− by y
−b 1
)
for both sides of (2) to get
λx,yλ0,b = 0.(7)
Step 3: use restrictions to deduce that P = N or M .
If there exists some b 6= 0 such that λ0,b 6= 0, then λx,y = 0 for all x 6= 0 by (7), i.e.
E(ue1 + u−e1) =
∑
y λ0,y
(
1 y
0 1
)
∈ N = L(G¯). Note that this implies E(ue1 + u−e1) = 0 by
using 〈ue1 + u−e1 − E(ue1 + u−e1), P 〉 = 0. Therefore, we deduce that E(uv + u−v) = 0 for
all 0 6= v ∈ Q2 by (1). Hence, P = N as A is spanned by {uv + u−v : v ∈ Q2}.
Therefore, we may assume λ0,b = 0 for all b 6= 0 from now on. Moreover, as E is trace
preserving, we have λ0,0 = 0. Under this assumption, one can check that (6) is equivalent to
the following conditions:
(λ−ay,y − λ−y,y)λa,0 = 0, ∀ a > 0.(8)
(λx,y − λx
a
,y)λa,0 = 0, ∀ x+ ay 6= 0 and a > 0.(9)
λ−ay,yλa,b = 0, ∀ b 6= 0, by 6= 2 and a > 0.(10)
λ−ay,yλa, 2
y
= λy,−yλa,− 2
y
, ∀ y 6= 0 and a > 0.(11)
λx,yλa,b = 0, ∀ b 6= 0, x+ ay 6= 0, 2a+ bx 6= 0 and a > 0.(12)
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λx,yλa,b = λ 2
b
,x
a
+y− 2
b
λa,−b, ∀ b 6= 0, x+ ay 6= 0, a > 0 with 2a+ bx = 0.(13)
Take (a, b) = (x, y) in (12), we deduce that λx,y = 0. Note that the assumptions in (12),
i.e. a > 0, b 6= 0, x+ ay 6= 0, 2a+ bx 6= 0 are equivalent to x > 0 and y 6= 0, −1 or −2. So,
λx,y = 0 for all x 6= 0 and y 6= 0, −1 or −2 as λx,y = λ−x,y.
Take b = y = −1 in (10), we deduce that λ2a,−1 = 0, i.e. λa,−1 = 0 for all a > 0. Hence
λa,−1 = 0 for all a 6= 0 as λa,−1 = λ−a,−1.
Take b = y = −2 and a = x > 0 in (13), we deduce that λ2x,−2 = λ−1,0λx,2 = 0 as
λx,2 = 0 from above. Then λx,−2 = 0. Note that the assumptions in (13), i.e. b 6= 0, a > 0,
x+ ay 6= 0 and 2a+ bx = 0 are equivalent to x > 0. So λx,−2 = 0 for all x 6= 0.
To sum up, we have proved that λx,y = 0 for all x 6= 0 and y 6= 0. Recall that λ0,b = 0
for all b 6= 0. Hence λx,y = 0 unless y = 0.
Now, we claim that λa,0 = 0 for all a 6∈ {0,±1}.
Assume not, then there exist some a 6∈ {0,±1} such that λa,0 6= 0. We may further
assume a > 0. Set y = 0 in (9), we get that λx,0 = λx
a
,0; equivalently, λax,0 = λx,0 for all
x 6= 0. Therefore, λx,0 = λax,0 = λa2x,0 = · · · = λanx,0 for all n ≥ 1 if x 6= 0. But anx 6= amx
for all n 6= m as a ∈ Q \ {0,±1}. This implies that λx,0 = 0 for all x 6= 0, which contradicts
to the fact that λa,0 6= 0.
Therefore, we have shown that λx,y = 0 unless (x, y) = (±1, 0). Hence, E(ue1 + u−e1) =
λ1,0
(
1
0
)
+λ−1,0
(
−1
0
)
= λ1,0(ue1+u−e1). Apply E on both sides, we deduce that λ1,0 = λ
2
1,0,
i.e. λ1,0 = 0 or 1. This implies that P = N or M . 
Next, let us prove Corollary 3.4.
Proof of Corollary 3.4. First, SL2(R) has Haagerup property by [10], therefore, PSL2(R)
also has Haagerup property, see the discussion in [4, Section 7.3.3]. Therefore, as a discrete
subgroup of PSL2(R), G¯ also has Haagerup property. By Theorem 3.2, we are left to show
L∞(Y ) ⋊ G¯ does not have Haagerup property. Observe that we have a natural inclusion
L∞(Z)⋊PSL2(Z) →֒ L∞(Y )⋊G¯ induced by the embedding Z →֒ Q, where L∞(Z) is defined
similarly as L∞(Y ) but using Z-coefficient, i.e. L∞(Z)⋊PSL2(Z) = L∞(T2/∼)⋊PSL2(Z).
It suffices to prove that L∞(T2/∼)⋊PSL2(Z) has relative (T) w.r.t. the diffuse subalgebra
L∞(T2/∼).
First, by [17, Lemma 3.5], we know that L∞(T2/∼) ⋊ SL2(Z) has relative (T) w.r.t.
L∞(T2/∼). Then, observe that we have a ∗-homomorphism φ : L∞(T2/∼) ⋊ SL2(Z) →
L∞(T2/∼) ⋊ PSL2(Z) induced by the quotient map SL2(Z) ։ PSL2(Z). Indeed, let q =
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uid+u−id
2
. We define φ as the composition of the following maps:
φ : L∞(T2/∼)⋊ SL2(Z)
q·q
։ q(L∞(T2/∼)⋊ SL2(Z))q
π∼= L∞(T2/∼)⋊ PSL2(Z)
aug
q·q7−→ q(aug)q π7−→ aug¯.
To check φ is a well-defined ∗-homormophism. It suffices to show that the above map q · q
is a ∗-homormophism and the map π is an isomorphism.
The first part holds since q lies in the center of L∞(T2/∼)⋊SL2(Z). To check the second
part holds, one defines a unitary U : qℓ2(SL2(Z)) ∼= ℓ2(PSL2(Z)) by U(qδg) = δg¯/
√
2. To
check U is well-defined, assume q(
∑
g λgδg) = 0, i.e.
∑
g λg
δg+δ−g
2
= 0, or equivalently,∑
g
λg+λ−g
2
δg = 0, we need to show
∑
g λgδg¯ = 0. Clearly, this holds iff λg + λ−g = 0 for all
g ∈ SL2(Z) iff q(
∑
g λgδg) = 0. Then it is easy to check that π = Ad(Uˆ)|q(L∞(T2/∼)⋊SL2(Z))q ,
where Uˆ : q(L2(T2/∼))⊗¯ℓ2(SL2(Z))) ∼= L2(T2/∼)⊗¯ℓ2(PSL2(Z)) is the unitary operator
Id⊗ U , i.e. Uˆ(q(ξ ⊗ δg)) = ξ ⊗ δg¯/
√
2 for all ξ ∈ L2(T2/∼) and all g ∈ SL2(Z).
Notice that φ|L∞(T2/∼) = id, a standard argument using φ shows that relative prop-
erty (T) for the inclusion L∞(T2/∼) < L∞(T2/∼) ⋊ SL2(Z) transfers to the inclusion
L∞(T2/∼) < L∞(T2/∼)⋊ PSL2(Z). 
3.2. Non-factor inclusion: L(SL2(Q)) < L∞(Y ) ⋊ SL2(Q). In this subsection, we show
how to use results in the previous subsection to prove Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.5.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Step 1: preparations and setting up notations.
Let E be the tracing preserving conditional expectation from (L(Q2 ⋊ G), τ) onto
(P, τ |P ), where τ denotes the canonical trace on L(Q2 ⋊ G). Note that L(G) < P <
A⋊G < L(Q2 ⋊G).
Let cv := u
∗
vE(uv) ∈ L(u∗vGuv ∩ G)′ ∩ L(Q2 ⋊ G) = L(
(
Q
0
)
⋊
(
±1 Q
0 ±1
)
) for each
v ∈ Q2. Here, the last equality holds by a similar argument used to prove Claim 1 in step 1
in the proof of Theorem 3.2. Moreover, the following hold.
σv(cv) = c
∗
−v, where σv(·) := uv · u∗v.(14)
cg.v = σg(cv) for all g ∈ G.(15)
E(σv(cv)uv+g.w) = σv(cv)uv+g.wσg(cw) for all v, w ∈ Q2 and g ∈ G.(16)
Indeed, to get the first identity, compute both sides of E(uv) = E(u−v)
∗.
For the second one, observe that ug.vcg.v = E(ug.v) = E(uguvu
−1
g ) = ugE(uv)u
∗
g =
σg(uvcv) = ug.vσg(cv).
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For the last one, observe that E(E(uvug)uw) = E(uvug)E(uw), and then compute both
sides.
Now, write
ce1 =
∑
x,y
λx,y
(
x
0
)(
1 y
0 1
)
+
∑
x,y
µx,y
(
x
0
)(
−1 y
0 −1
)
.(17)
Step 2: find restrictions on λx,y and µx,y only using LG < P < L(Q2 ⋊G).
First, as 〈ue1 − E(ue1), P 〉 = 0, we get 〈ue1 − E(ue1), u∗g〉 = 0 for all g ∈ G. Therefore,
0 = τ(ue1ug)
= τ(E(ue1)ug)
= τ(ue1ce1ug)
(17)
=
∑
x,y
λx,yτ(
(
x+ 1
0
)(
1 y
0 1
)
ug) +
∑
x,y
µx,yτ(
(
x+ 1
0
)(
−1 y
0 −1
)
ug)
=
∑
y
λ−1,yτ(
(
1 y
0 1
)
ug) +
∑
y
µ−1,yτ(
(
−1 y
0 −1
)
ug).
For any b ∈ Q, plug g =
(
1 −b
0 1
)
or g =
(
−1 −b
0 −1
)
into the above expression, one can
deduce that
λ−1,b = 0 = µ−1,b for all b ∈ Q.(18)
Second, plug v = e1 into (14), we get σe1(ce1) = c
∗
−e1. Let us compute both sides using
(17),
σe1(ce1) =
[∑
x,y
λx,y
(
x+ 1
0
)(
1 y
0 1
)
+
∑
x,y
µx,y
(
x+ 1
0
)(
−1 y
0 −1
)](−1
0
)
=
∑
x,y
λx,y
(
x
0
)(
1 y
0 1
)
+
∑
x,y
µx,y
(
x+ 2
0
)(
−1 y
0 −1
)
.
c∗−e1
(15)
=
(
−1 0
0 −1
){∑
x,y
λx,y
(
x
0
)(
1 y
0 1
)
+
∑
x,y
µx,y
(
x
0
)(
−1 y
0 −1
)}∗(−1 0
0 −1
)
=
∑
x,y
λx,y
(
x
0
)(
1 −y
0 1
)
+
∑
x,y
µx,y
(
−x
0
)(
−1 −y
0 −1
)
.
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By comparing the above two expressions, we deduce that
λx,y = λx,−y and µx,y = µ−x−2,−y for all x, y ∈ Q.(19)
Third, by plugging g = id, v = e1 and w = e2 into (16), we compute both sides of (16)
to get the following
RHS of (16)
= σe1(ce1)ue1+e2ce2
(15)
= ue1ce1ue2
(
0 −1
1 0
)
ce1
(
0 1
−1 0
)
=
{∑
x,y
λx,y
(
x+ 1
0
)(
1 y
0 1
)
+
∑
x,y
µx,y
(
x+ 1
0
)(
−1 y
0 −1
)}(
0
1
)(
0 −1
1 0
)
·
{∑
a,b
λa,b
(
a
0
)(
1 b
0 1
)
+
∑
a,b
µa,b
(
a
0
)(
−1 b
0 −1
)}(
0 1
−1 0
)
=
∑
x,y,a,b
λx,yλa,b
(
x+ 1 + (a+ 1)y
1 + a
)(
1− by y
−b 1
)
+
∑
x,y,a,b
λx,yµa,b
(
x+ 1 + (a+ 1)y
1 + a
)(
−1− by −y
−b −1
)
+
∑
x,y,a,b
µx,yλa,b
(
x+ 1 + (a+ 1)y
−1 − a
)(
−1− by y
b −1
)
+
∑
x,y,a,b
µx,yµa,b
(
x+ 1 + (a + 1)y
−1− a
)(
1− by −y
b 1
)
.
LHS of (16)
= E(ue1ce1ue2)
= E
{[∑
x,y
λx,y
(
x+ 1
0
)(
1 y
0 1
)
+
∑
x,y
µx,y
(
x+ 1
0
)(
−1 y
0 −1
)](
0
1
)}
=
∑
x,y
λx,yE
[(
1 + x+ y
1
)](
1 y
0 1
)
+
∑
x,y
µx,yE
[(
1 + x+ y
−1
)](−1 y
0 −1
)
.
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Let us compute each summand,∑
x,y
λx,yE
[(
1 + x+ y
1
)](
1 y
0 1
)
(15)
=
∑
x,y
λx,y
(
1 + x+ y
1
)(
1 + x+ y x+ y
1 1
)
ce1
(
1 + x+ y x+ y
1 1
)−1(
1 y
0 1
)
(17)
=
∑
x+y 6=−1,a,b
λx,yλa,b
(
(a+ 1)(1 + x+ y)
a+ 1
)(
1− b(1 + x+ y) y + b(x+ 1)(1 + x+ y)
−b 1 + b(x+ 1)
)
+
∑
x+y 6=−1,a,b
λx,yµa,b
(
(a+ 1)(1 + x+ y)
a+ 1
)(
−1− b(1 + x+ y) −y + b(x+ 1)(1 + x+ y)
−b −1 + b(x+ 1)
)
+
∑
x+y=−1,a,b
λx,yλa,b
(
0
a + 1
)(
1 y
−b 1− by
)
+
∑
x+y=−1,a,b
λx,yµa,b
(
0
a + 1
)(
−1 −y
−b −1 − by
)
.
Similarly, we have∑
x,y
µx,yE
[(
1 + x+ y
−1
)](−1 y
0 −1
)
(15)
=
∑
x,y
µx,y
(
1 + x+ y
−1
)(
1 + x+ y −x− y
−1 1
)
ce1
(
1 + x+ y −x− y
−1 1
)−1(−1 y
0 −1
)
(17)
=
∑
x+y 6=−1,a,b
µx,yλa,b
(
(a + 1)(1 + x+ y)
−a− 1
)(
−1 − b(1 + x+ y) y − b(x+ 1)(1 + x+ y)
b −1 + b(x+ 1)
)
+
∑
x+y 6=−1,a,b
µx,yµa,b
(
(a+ 1)(1 + x+ y)
−a− 1
)(
1− b(1 + x+ y) −y − b(x+ 1)(1 + x+ y)
b 1 + b(x+ 1)
)
+
∑
x+y=−1,a,b
µx,yλa,b
(
0
−a− 1
)(
−1 y
b −1− by
)
+
∑
x+y=−1,a,b
µx,yµa,b
(
0
−a− 1
)(
1 −y
b 1− by
)
.
Now, for any given s, a 6= −1, b and y in Q, we compare the coefficients of both sides
of (16) in front of the term
(
s
a + 1
)(
1− by y
−b 1
)
.
For the RHS, the coefficent equals λs−1−(a+1)y,yλa,b + µs−1−(a+1)y,−yµ−2−a,−b.
For the LHS, the coefficient equals
δ(by = 0)(λ−1−y,yλa,b + µ−1+y,−yµ−a−2,−b) + δ(by = 2)(λ−1+y,−yµa,b + µ−1−y,yλ−a−2,−b)
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when s = 0, and equals
δ(b = 0)λ s
a+1
−y−1,yλa,0 + δ(b 6= 0)
[
δ(y =
s
a + 1
)λ−1, s
a+1
λa,b + δ(y =
2
b
+
s
a + 1
)λ 2
b
−1,y− 4
b
µa,b
+ δ(y =
2
b
+
s
a+ 1
)λ−a−2,−bµ−1− 2
b
,−y+ 4
b
]
+ δ(by =
bs
a+ 1
)µ−a−2,−bµy−1− s
a+1
,−y
when s 6= 0.
In other words, we have shown the following identities hold for all a 6= −1:
λ−1−(a+1)y,yλa,0 + µ−1−(a+1)y,−yµ−2−a,0
= λ−1−y,yλa,0 + µ−1+y,−yµ−a−2,0, ∀ y
(20)
λ−1−(a+1)y,yλa, 2
y
+ µ−1−(a+1)y,−yµ−2−a,− 2
y
= λ−1+y,−yµa, 2
y
+ µ−1−y,yλ−a−2,− 2
y
, ∀y 6= 0(21)
λs−1−(a+1)y,yλa,0 + µs−1−(a+1)y,−yµ−2−a,0
= λ s
a+1
−y−1,yλa,0 + µ−a−2,0µy−1− s
a+1
,−y, ∀s 6= 0
(22)
λs−1−(a+1)y,yλa,b + µs−1−(a+1)y,−yµ−2−a,−b
=

λ−1, s
a+1
λa,b + µ−a−2,−bµy−1− s
a+1
,−y, if y =
s
a+1
, bs 6= 0
λ 2
b
−1,y− 4
b
µa,b + λ−a−2,−bµ−1− 2
b
,−y+ 4
b
, if y = s
a+1
+ 2
b
, bs 6= 0
0, if y 6= s
a+1
+ 2
b
, s
a+1
, and bs 6= 0.
(23)
Next, for any given s, a 6= −1, b and y in Q, we compare the coefficients of both sides
of (16) in front of the term
(
s
−a− 1
)(
−1− by y
b −1
)
.
For the RHS, the coefficent equals λs−1−(a+1)y,−yµ−2−a,−b + µs−1−(a+1)y,yλa,b.
For the LHS, the coefficient equals
δ(by = 0)(λy−1,−yµ−a−2,−b + µ−1−y,yλa,b) + δ(by = −2)(λ−1−y,yλ−a−2,−b + µy−1,−yµa,b)
when s = 0, and equals
δ(b = 0)(λy− s
a+1
−1,−yµ−a−2,0 + µ s
a+1
−1−y,yλa,0) + δ(b 6= 0)
[
δ(y =
s
a+ 1
)(λ−1,−yµ−a−2,−b + µ−1,yλa,b)
+ δ(y =
s
a + 1
− 2
b
)(λ 2
b
−1,−2
b
− s
a+1
λ−a−2,−b + µ−2
b
−1, s
a+1
+ 2
b
µa,b)
]
when s 6= 0.
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Therefore, we have shown that for all a 6= −1,
λ−1−(a+1)y,−yµ−2−a,0 + µ−1−(a+1)y,yλa,0
= λy−1,−yµ−a−2,0 + µ−1−y,yλa,0, ∀y
(24)
λ−1−(a+1)y,−yµ−2−a, 2
y
+ µ−1−(a+1)y,yλa,− 2
y
= λ−1−y,yλ−a−2, 2
y
+ µy−1,−yµa,− 2
y
, ∀y 6= 0(25)
λs−1−(a+1)y,−yµ−2−a,0 + µs−1−(a+1)y,yλa,0
= λy− s
a+1
−1,−yµ−a−2,0 + µ s
a+1
−1−y,yλa,0, ∀s 6= 0
(26)
λs−1−(a+1)y,−yµ−2−a,−b + µs−1−(a+1)y,yλa,b
=

λ−1,−yµ−a−2,−b + µ−1,yλa,b, ∀ y = sa+1 , bs 6= 0
λ 2
b
−1,−2
b
− s
a+1
λ−a−2,−b + µ−2
b
−1, s
a+1
+ 2
b
µa,b, ∀y = sa+1 − 2b , bs 6= 0
0, ∀y 6= s
a+1
, s
a+1
− 2
b
, bs 6= 0.
(27)
Till now, we have only used the assumption that LG < P < L(Q2⋊G). One can check
that if we know µx,y = 0 for all x, y ∈ Q at the beginning, then we can solve the above
systems of equations (20)–(27) for λx,y. In general, it seems much more involved and unclear
how to solve this systems of equations.
In order to solve the above system of equations effectively, we explore the fact that
LG < P < A⋊G to get direct relations between λ-coefficents and µ-coefficients.
Step 3: find more restrictions on λx,y and µx,y by exploring LG < P < A⋊G.
First, by the definition of A and (17) and the fact E(ue1) = ue1ce1 ∈ P , we get
λx,y = λ−2−x,y and µx,y = µ−2−x,y, ∀ x, ∀ y.(28)
Then, notice that by a similar argument used in the proof of Corollary 3.4, we know
that (qLG, q(A⋊G)) ∼= (L(G¯), A⋊G¯). Then by Theorem 3.2, we know that qLG is maximal
inside q(A⋊G), hence qP ∈ {qLG, q(A⋊G)}. Our goal is to show that (1−q)P = (1−q)LG
or (1− q)(A⋊G).
Claim: λx,y + µx,−y = 0, ∀ x, ∀ y 6= 0 and λx,0 + µx,0 = 0 if x 6= 0 or −2.
Proof of the Claim. We need to consider two cases.
Case 1: qP = qLG.
By the definition of q, one can check that qLG ⊆ {∑g λgug : λg = λ−g ∈ C, ∀ g}∩ℓ2(G).
Then, by using (17), we get
qE(ue1) ∈ qP = qLG
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= que1ce1
=
1
2
[∑
x,y
λx,y
(
x+ 1
0
)(
1 y
0 1
)
+
∑
x,y
µx,y
(
x+ 1
0
)(
−1 y
0 −1
)]
+
1
2
[∑
x,y
λx,y
(
−(x+ 1)
0
)(
−1 −y
0 −1
)
+
∑
x,y
µx,y
(
−(x+ 1)
0
)(
1 −y
0 1
)]
=
∑
x,y
λx−1,y + µ−x−1,−y
2
(
x
0
)(
1 y
0 1
)
+
∑
x,y
λ−x−1,−y + µx−1,y
2
(
x
0
)(
−1 y
0 −1
)
.
Therefore, 0 = λx−1,y+µ−x−1,−y
(28)
= λx−1,y+µx−1,−y for all x 6= 0; equivalently, λx,y+µx,−y =
0 for all x 6= −1 and all y. By (18), this finishes the proof.
Case 2: qP = q(A⋊G).
Note that 〈ue1 − E(ue1), P 〉 = 0, in particular, we have
〈ue1 − E(ue1), q(
(
a
0
)
+
(
−a
0
)
)ug〉 = 0, ∀ 0 6= a ∈ Q, ∀ g ∈ G.
For any s ∈ Q, set g =
(
1 s
0 1
)
, then a calculation by using the above identity and (17)
shows that
δs=0δa=±1
2
− λa−1,s + λ−a−1,s
2
− µa−1,−s + µ−a−1,−s
2
= 0.
By using (28), we know that the above is equivalent to
λa−1,s + µa−1,−s = 0, ∀ a, ∀ s 6= 0,
λx,0 + µx,0 = 0, ∀ x 6= 0,−2,
λx,0 + µx,0 =
1
2
, if x = 0,−2.
Therefore, the Claim is proved and we always have
λx,y + µx,−y = 0, ∀ x ∀ y 6= 0 and λx,0 + µx,0 = 0, ∀ x 6= 0,−2.(29)

Step 4: solve the system of equations (20)–(27) for the λ- and µ-coefficients.
Now, by using (29) and (28), we can simplify the equations (23) and (27) to the following:
λs−1−(a+1)y,yλa,b = 0, ∀ bs 6= 0, ∀ a 6= −1, ∀ y 6= 0, s
a+ 1
,
s
a + 1
+
2
b
,
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λs−1−(a+1)y,−yλa,b = 0, ∀ bs 6= 0, ∀ a 6= −1, ∀ y 6= 0, s
a+ 1
,
s
a+ 1
− 2
b
.
Assume λa,b 6= 0 for some a 6= −1 and b 6= 0. Clearly, (s − 1 − (a + 1)y, y) = (a, b) iff
s = (a + 1)(1 + y), y = b and (s− 1 − (a + 1)y,−y) = (a, b) iff s = (a + 1)(1 + y), y = −b,
one can check that for such choices of (s, y), the above expressions become
λa,b = 0, if b 6= 0,−1,−2,
λa,b = 0, if b 6= 0, 1, 2.
Therefore, we deduce that λa,b = 0 for all b 6= 0, a contradiction. Hence, we have proved
that
λa,b = 0, ∀ a 6= −1 and b 6= 0.(30)
By combining the above with (18), we know λa,b = 0 unless b = 0. Now, we solve for
λa,0.
Plug y = 0 into (22) and (26), we deduce that
λs−1,0λa,0 + µs−1,0µ−a−2,0 = λ s
a+1
−1,0λa,0 + µ−a−2,0µ−1− s
a+1
,0, ∀ s 6= 0, a 6= −1.
λs−1,0µ−2−a,0 + µs−1,0λa,0 = λ− s
a+1
−1,0µ−a−2,0 + µ s
a+1
−1,0λa,0, ∀ s 6= 0, a 6= −1.
Again, by using (29) and (28), we can simplify the above expressions to the following
single expression:
(λs−1,0 − λ s
a+1
−1,0)λa,0 = (µs−1,0 − µ s
a+1
−1,0)λa,0, ∀s 6= 0, ∀ a 6= −1, 0,−2.
Assume λa,0 6= 0 for some a 6∈ {−2,−1, 0}. Then the above identity becomes λs−1,0−µs−1,0 =
λ s
a+1
−1,0−µ s
a+1
−1,0 for all s 6= 0; equivalently, λs−1,0−µs−1,0 = λs(a+1)−1,0−µs(a+1)−1,0 for all
s 6= 0; Hence,
λs−1,0 − µs−1,0 = λs(a+1)−1,0 − µs(a+1)−1,0
= λs(a+1)2−1,0 − µs(a+1)2−1,0
= · · ·
= λs(a+1)n−1,0 − µs(a+1)n−1,0, ∀ n ≥ 1.
Since |a + 1| 6= 1, s 6= 0 and a ∈ Q, we know s(a + 1)n − 1 6= s(a + 1)m − 1 for all n 6= m.
Moreover, as
∑
s |λs,0−µs,0|2 ≤ 2(
∑
s |λs,0|2+
∑
s |µs,0|2) <∞, the above expression implies
λs−1,0 − µs−1,0 = 0 for all s 6= 0. Now by taking s = a + 1, we get 0 = λa,0 − µa,0 = 2λa,0 by
(29), a contradiction. Hence, λa,0 = 0 for all a 6∈ {0,−1,−2}.
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To sum up, (18) and the above tell us that λx,y = 0 if (x, y) 6= (0, 0) or (−2, 0). By (29),
this also implies that µx,y = 0 if (x, y) 6= (0, 0) or (−2, 0). Also note that λ0,0 = λ−2,0 := λ,
µ0,0 = µ−2,0 := µ by (28). Moreover, both λ and µ are real numbers by (19). Besides,
λ = −µ if qP = qLG and λ+ µ = 1
2
if qP = q(A⋊G) from the proof of (29).
Step 5: prove (1− q)P = (1− q)LG or (1− q)(A⋊G).
From Step 4, we can simplify (17) to get
E(ue1) = ue1ce1 = λ(ue1 + u−e1) + µ(ue1 + u−e1)u−id.
It is clear that by using the above and (15), we have
E(uv) = λ(uv + u−v) + µ(uv + u−v)u−id, ∀ 0 6= v ∈ Q2.
So (1−q)P ∋ (1−q)E(uv+u−v) = (2λ−2µ)(uv+u−v)(1−q). Hence (1−q)(uv+u−v) ∈ (1−q)P
if λ 6= µ. As {(1−q)(uv+u−v) : v ∈ Q2} linearly spans (1−q)A and q ∈ P , clearly, this implies
that (1−q)P = (1−q)(A⋊G) if λ 6= µ. If λ = µ, then it is easy to see (1−q)P = (1−q)LG,
So we have proved that (1− q)P ∈ {(1− q)LG, (1− q)(A⋊G)}. 
Now, we can prove Corollary 3.5.
Proof of Corollary 3.5. Let P be any intermediate von Neumann subalgebra with Haagerup
property between LG and L(Q2 ⋊ G). Define φ ∈ Aut(L(Q2 ⋊ G)) by setting φ = Ad(ug),
where g =
(
−1 0
0 −1
)
. Clearly, φ2 = id and Fix(φ) = A⋊G. Let P0 = P ∩Fix(φ) < A⋊G.
Moreover, we have φ(P ) = P as ug ∈ P , so we can view φ as an automorphism on P .
Since P has Haagerup property, we know P0 also has Haagerup property. Then, using
Theorem 3.1, we know that P0 = LG. Indeed, this is because both qP0 and (1 − q)P0 have
Haagerup property by [18, Theorem 2.3], which implies that qP0 = q(LG) and (1 − q)P0 =
(1−q)(LG). To see these two equalities hold, notice that A⋊G contains (A∩L(Z2))⋊SL2(Z),
which has relative (T) with respect to the diffuse subalgebra A ∩ L(Z2) by the proof of
Corollary 3.4. Hence (1 − q)((A ∩ L(Z2)) ⋊ SL2(Z)) (resp. q((A ∩ L(Z2)) ⋊ SL2(Z))) has
relative (T) with respect to (1− q)(A∩L(Z2)) (resp. q(A∩L(Z2))), say by [27, Proposition
4.7]. This implies both (1− q)((A∩ L(Z2))⋊ SL2(Z)) and q((A ∩ L(Z2))⋊ SL2(Z)) do not
have Haagerup property, so (1− q)(A⋊G) and q(A⋊G) do not have Haagerup property.
Now, we are left to show that P = LG. The strategy is similar to the proof of [5,
Corollary 3.14].
Since P ′ ∩ P ⊆ (LG)′ ∩ L(Q2 ⋊G) = C + Cu−id = qC⊕ (1 − q)C, the center of P has
dimension less or equal to two. Note that P0 = P
{id,φ}, we deduce the Pimsner-Popa index
[P : P0] <∞ by [19, Theorem 3.2].
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To see the above holds, we first take this opportunity to correct several misprints in
[19, Theorem 3.2]: (1) in the statement of the theorem, M should be N , i.e. A is a finite set
of automorphisms of the finite factor N ; (2) in its proof, to make P ∩ Q = {⊕αx|x ∈ NA}
hold, one implicitly assumes id ∈ A; (3) in the 4th line of the proof, the 2nd N should be
M , i.e. it should read as “. . . iff the index of P ∩ Q in M is finite.”. After correcting these
misprints, we notice that the proof of [19, Theorem 3.2] shows this theorem still holds when
assuming N (in this theorem) is a direct sum of finitely many finite factors as the proof uses
[19, Theorem 3.1]. Finally, we can apply this theorem by taking N = P and A = {id, φ}.
Indeed, this is because φ ∈ Aut(P ) and the spectrum of the operator φ is finite.
Since P0 = LG < P < L(Q2 ⋊ G), the above implies P < QNL(Q2⋊G)(LG)′′. Here, for
any finite von Neumann algebras N < M , QNM(N) denotes the quasi-normalizers which is
defined as the *-subalgebra of M consisting of all elements x ∈ M such that there exist x1,
x2, . . . , xk ∈M such that Nx <
∑
i xiN and xN <
∑
iNxi [26].
Then by [15, Theorem 6.9], we know that QN L(Q2⋊G)(LG)′′ = L∞(Xc) ⋊ G, where
Gy Xc is the maximal compact factor of Gy Q̂2. Since Gy Q̂2 is weakly mixing by the
proof of Corollary 3.3, we deduce that Xc is a singleton, say by the proof of [20, Theorem
2.28], hence LG < P < LG, i.e. P = LG. This proves that LG is maximal Haagerup inside
L(Q2 ⋊G). 
4. Complete description of intermediate von Neumann subalgebras:
Z-coefficient
In this section, we check that under certain modifications, results in previous sections
for Q-coefficient groups also hold for the corresponding Z-coefficient groups. To state the
results precisely, we need the following notation.
Denote by B the following von Neumann subalgebra of L(Z2):
B =
{∑
x,y
λx,yux,y : λx,y = λ−x,−y, ∀ x, y ∈ Z
} ∩ L(Z2).
Observe that B⋊SL2(Z) ∼= L∞(Ẑ2/∼)⋊SL2(Z) and B⋊PSL2(Z) ∼= L∞(Ẑ2/∼)⋊PSL2(Z).
Here, SL2(Z) y Ẑ2/∼ is the quotient action of SL2(Z) y Ẑ2 by modding out the relation
(x, y) ∼ (−x,−y) for all (x, y) ∈ Ẑ2 ∼= T2 ∼= [−12 , 12 ]2. Then notice that SL2(Z) y Ẑ2/∼
descends to a PSL2(Z)-action, i.e. PSL2(Z) y Ẑ2/∼ by modding out the kernel of the
action.
The main result in this section is the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.1. If P is a von Neumann algebra between L(SL2(Z)) and B ⋊ SL2(Z), then
P = q[(B ∩ L(nZ2))⋊ SL2(Z)]⊕ (1− q)[(B ∩ L(mZ2))⋊ SL2(Z)] for two integers n, m,
where q = uid+u−id
2
and id denotes the identity matrix in SL2(Z).
Similar to the Q-coefficient case, we need to first deal with the PSL2(Z)-action.
Theorem 4.2. If P is a von Neumann algebra between L(PSL2(Z)) and B ⋊ PSL2(Z),
then P = (B ∩ L(nZ2))⋊ PSL2(Z) for an integer n.
As an application of Theorem 4.1, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. L(SL2(Z)) is maximal Haagerup inside L(Z2 ⋊ SL2(Z)).
Proof. Note that if m 6= 0, then B ∩ L(mZ2) < (B ∩ L(mZ2)) ⋊ SL2(Z) has relative (T)
by [17, Lemma 3.5]; equivalently, both q[B ∩ L(mZ2)] < q[(B ∩ L(mZ2)) ⋊ SL2(Z)] and
(1− q)[B ∩ L(mZ2)] < (1− q)[(B ∩L(mZ2))⋊ SL2(Z)] has relative (T) by [27, Proposition
4.7]. The rest proof is almost identical to the proof of Corollary 3.5. We left it as an
exercise. 
Comments on the difference between Z and Q-coefficient. The proof of Theorem 4.2
(resp. Theorem 4.1) follows the proof of Theorem 3.2 (resp. Theorem 3.1) closely. In fact,
most parts of the proof for Q-coefficient case still work verbatim for the Z-coefficient case.
The key difference lies in the fact that the affine action k2⋊SL2(k)y k2 is 2-transitive for
k = Q but not for k = Z. Due to the failure of 2-transitivity for k = Z case, E(une1 +u−ne1)
(resp. E(une1)) is not determined directly by E(ue1+u−e1) (resp. E(ue1)) for all n ≥ 2, where
±ne1 =
(
±n
0
)
and E denotes the trace preserving normal conditional expectation onto the
mysterious intermediate von Neumann subalgebra of B ⋊ PSL2(Z) (resp. B ⋊ SL2(Z)).
Instead, we have to do the calculation, which was used for determining E(ue1 + u−e1) (resp.
E(ue1)), for each n inductively. Then, these calculations are combined with Packer’s result
[22] (see also [29]) and the known result on complete description of all factors of the action
SL2(Z)y Ẑ2 ∼= T2 [17, Lemma 3.5] (see also [30, Example 5.9],[23, Theorem 2.3]) to finish
the proof.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We first need to prove the following claim:
Claim 1: For each n ≥ 1, E(une1 + u−ne1) = λn(une1 + u−ne1) for some scalars λn.
Proof of Claim 1. To prove this claim, we first observe that for n = 1, the proof is almost
identical to the proof of Theorem 3.2.
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Indeed, the main argument in Step 1 there still works verbatim if we replace Q by Z,
so one can still write E(ue1 + u−e1) =
∑
x,y∈Q λx,y
(
x
0
)(
1 y
0 1
)
, where λx,y = λ−x,y for all
(x, y) ∈ Q2 and we assume λx,y = 0 if x or y ∈ Q \ Z. Now, Step 2 works without any
change. For Step 3, if there exists some b 6= 0 such that λ0,b 6= 0, then λx,y = 0 for all x 6= 0
by (7), so E(ue1 + u−e1) = 0 holds. Otherwise, we get λ0,b = 0 for all b 6= 0, then one can
check that the proof there still works to show that λx,y = 0 unless (x, y) = (±1, 0) and hence
we deduce E(ue1 + ue−1) = λ(ue1 + u−e1) for some scalar λ (and in fact λ = 0 or 1).
Next, assume the claim holds for all n < k, and let us check the claim for n = k.
Denote by
I1 := {1 ≤ i < k : E(uie1 + u−ie1) = 0},
I2 := {1 ≤ i < k : E(uie1 + u−ie1) = λi(uie1 + u−ie1) for some λi 6= 0}.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that I2 = ∅. Indeed, assume not, then there
exists some i < k such that uie1 + u−ie1 = E(uie1 + u−ie1)/λi ∈ P . Clearly, this implies
that (B ∩ L(iZ2)) ⋊ PSL2(Z) ⊆ P ⊆ B ⋊ PSL2(Z) ∼= L∞(Ẑ2/∼) ⋊ PSL2(Z). As (B ∩
L(iZ2))⋊ PSL2(Z) ∼= L∞(îZ2/∼)⋊ PSL2(Z), where PSL2(Z)y îZ2/∼ denotes the factor
of PSL2(Z) y Ẑ2/∼ induced by the SL2(Z)-module inclusion iZ2 →֒ Z2. Since both
PSL2(Z) y Ẑ2/∼ and PSL2(Z) y îZ2/∼ are free actions, we deduce that P = L∞(Z) ⋊
PSL2(Z) for some intermediate factor PSL2(Z)y Ẑ2/∼։ Z ։ îZ2/∼ by [22,29]. We may
replace the acting group by SL2(Z) and apply [17, Lemma 3.5] to deduce that (PSL2(Z)y
Z) ∼= (PSL2(Z) y m̂Z2/∼) for some integer m with m | i. In other words, P = (B ∩
L(mZ2))⋊ PSL2(Z). Clearly, this implies that E(uke1 + u−ke1) = λk(uke1 + u−ke1) for some
scalar λk and the induction step is finished.
From now on, we assume I2 = ∅ and prove Claim 1 for n = k.
Clearly, Step 1 in the proof of Theorem 3.2 still works to show that E(uke1 + u−ke1) =∑
x,y λx,y
(
x
0
)(
1 y
0 1
)
for some scalars λx,y satisfying λx,y = λ−x,y for all x, y.
Now, we repeat the calculation in Step 2 in the proof of Theorem 3.2 but for E(uke1 +
u−ke1). We sketch the calculation below with focus on the modification needed.
We will compute both sides of the identity
E(E(uke1 + u−ke1)(uke2 + u−ke2)) = E(uke1 + u−ke1)E(uke2 + u−ke2),(31)
where ±ke2 =
(
0
±k
)
.
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First, we still have
E(uke2 + u−ke2) =
∑
x,y
λx,y
(
0
x
)(
1 0
−y 1
)
=
1
2
∑
x,y
λx,y
[(
0
x
)
+
(
0
−x
)](
1 0
−y 1
)
.
Now,
RHS of (31) =
∑
x,y,b
∑
a>0
λx,yλa,b
[(
x+ ay
a
)
+
(
−x− ay
−a
)](
1− by y
−b 1
)
+
∑
x,y,b
λx,yλ0,b
2
[(
x
0
)
+
(
−x
0
)](
1− by y
−b 1
)
.
On the other hand,
LHS of (31)
= E
{[
1
2
∑
x,y
λx,y
[(
x
0
)
+
(
−x
0
)](
1 y
0 1
)][(
0
k
)
+
(
0
−k
)]}
=
1
2
∑
x,y
λx,yE
{[(
x
0
)
+
(
−x
0
)][(
ky
k
)
+
(
−ky
−k
)]}(
1 y
0 1
)
=
1
2
∑
x,y
λx,yE
{(
x+ ky
k
)
+
(
−x− ky
−k
)
+
(
−x + ky
k
)
+
(
x− ky
−k
)}(
1 y
0 1
)
=
1
2
∑
x,y
λx,yE
{(
x+ ky
k
)
+
(
−x− ky
−k
)}(
1 y
0 1
)
+
1
2
∑
x,y
λx,yE
{(−x+ ky
k
)
+
(
x− ky
−k
)}(
1 y
0 1
)
.
To continue the calculation, we observe that the above two summands are equal by doing
change of variables and applying the fact λx,y = λ−x,y. Therefore,
LHS of (31)
=
∑
x,y
λx,yE
{(
x+ ky
k
)
+
(
−x− ky
−k
)}(
1 y
0 1
)
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=
∑
k|x
∑
y
λx,y
(
x
k
+ y x
k
+ y − 1
1 1
)
E(uke1 + u−ke1)
(
x
k
+ y x
k
+ y − 1
1 1
)−1(
1 y
0 1
)
+
∑
k∤x
∑
y
(
x+ky
dx
zx
k
dx
wx
)
E(udxe1 + u−dxe1)
(
x+ky
dx
zx
k
dx
wx
)−1(
1 y
0 1
)
(In the 2nd summand, gcd(k, x) =: dx and (
x+ky
dx
)wx − kzxdx = 1 for some integers wx, zx.)
=
∑
k|x
∑
y,a,b
λx,yλa,b
(
x
k
+ y x
k
+ y − 1
1 1
)(
a
0
)(
1 b
0 1
)(
x
k
+ y x
k
+ y − 1
1 1
)−1(
1 y
0 1
)
(as I2 = ∅ and I1 has no contribution to the sum.)
=
∑
k|x
∑
y,b
∑
a>0
λx,yλa,b
[(
a(x
k
+ y)
a
)
+
(
−a(x
k
+ y)
−a
)](
1− b(x
k
+ y) y + b(x
2
k2
+ xy
k
)
−b 1 + bx
k
)
+
∑
k|x
∑
y,b
λx,yλ0,b
2
[(
0
0
)
+
(
0
0
)](
1− b(x
k
+ y) y + b(x
2
k2
+ xy
k
)
−b 1 + bx
k
)
.
Next, for each (x, y, b) ∈ Z3 with x 6= 0, we compare the coefficients of both sides of (31) in
front of the term [(
x
0
)
+
(
−x
0
)](
1− by y
−b 1
)
,
we get λx,yλ0,b = 0.
If there exists some b 6= 0 such that λ0,b 6= 0, then λx,y = 0 for all x 6= 0, hence
E(uke1 + u−ke1) =
∑
y λ0,y
(
1 y
0 1
)
. This implies E(uke1 + u−ke1) = 0 by an argument as
before, and the induction step is done.
From now on, we can assume that λ0,b = 0 for all b 6= 0. Observe that as E is trace
preserving, λ0,0 = 0, hence λ0,b = 0 for all b ∈ Z.
Next, for each (x, y, b) ∈ Z3 and 0 < a ∈ Z, we compare the coefficients of (31) in front
of the term [(
x+ ay
a
)
+
(
−x− ay
−a
)](
1− by y
−b 1
)
,
we deduce that
λx,yλa,b = δ(bx = 0)δ(a | x)λ kx
a
,yλa,b + δ(b 6= 0)δ(2a+ bx = 0)δ(b | 2)λ 2k
b
,y− 4
b
λa,−b.(32)
We are left to argue that λx,y = 0 unless (x, y) = (±k, 0).
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First, since λx,yλa,b = 0 if x 6= 0 and |b| ≥ 3, we can take y = b, a = x to deduce λx,b = 0
for all b and all x 6= 0 with |b| ≥ 3 as λx,b = λ−x,b.
Next, we take y = b = ±2 or ±1 and a = x > 0. Then (32) is simplified to
λ2x,2 = 0,
λ2x,−2 = 0 + λ−k,0λx,2 = λ−k,00 = 0,
λ2x,1 = 0,
λ2x,−1 = 0.
(33)
Therefore, λx,b = 0 for all x 6= 0 and |b| = 1 or 2 . To sum up, we have shown that λx,b = 0
for all integers b and x with bx 6= 0. Recall that λ0,b = 0 for all b 6= 0 by assumption, we are
left to determine λx,0.
Plug b = 0 and y = 0 into (32), we get λx,0λa,0 = δ(a | x)λ kx
a
,0λa,0.
Assume there exists some integer n with n ≥ 2 and λkn,0 6= 0, then plug a = kn into
the above expression to deduce that λx,0 = δ((kn) | x)λ x
n
,0 for all x 6= 0.
Next, plug x = kn, k in the last expression, we get 0 6= λkn,0 = λk,0 = δ(n | 1)λ k
n
,0 = 0.
This gives a contradiction, and hence λkn,0 = 0 for all |n| ≥ 2 as λx,y = λ−x,y for all x and y.
Finally, we have shown that λx,y = 0 unless (x, y) = (±k, 0), which tells us that E(uke1+
u−ke1) = λk,0(uke1 + u−ke1). This finishes the proof of Claim 1. 
Now, we consider the following index sets:
I ′1 := {1 ≤ i : E(uie1 + u−ie1) = 0},
I ′2 := {1 ≤ i : E(uie1 + u−ie1) = λi(uie1 + u−ie1) for some λi 6= 0}.
Claim 1 implies that N+ = I ′1 ⊔ I ′2. If I ′2 6= ∅, then we argue as in the proof of Claim 1
(while assuming I2 6= ∅ there) to deduce that P is of the required form. If I ′2 = ∅, then
E(uie1 + u−ie1) = 0 for all i ≥ 1. As {uie1 + u−ie1 : i ≥ 0} linearly spans a dense subset of
L2(B), this implies that P = L(PSL2(Z)) = (B ∩ L(0Z2))⋊ PSL2(Z). 
Now, let us prove Theorem 4.1 using Theorem 4.2.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since q lies in the center of B ⋊ SL2(Z) and q(B ⋊ SL2(Z)) ∼= B ⋊
PSL2(Z), we know that π : (qL(SL2(Z)) < qP < q(B ⋊ SL2(Z))) ∼= (L(PSL2(Z)) <
π(qP ) < B ⋊PSL2(Z)), where π is defined in the proof of Corollary 3.4. Then by Theorem
4.2, we know that π(qP ) = (B ⋊ L(nZ2)) ⋊ PSL2(Z) for some integer n ≥ 0. From the
definition of π, we deduce that qP = q[(B ∩ L(nZ2))⋊ SL2(Z)].
Let E denotes the trace preserving conditional expectation from (L(Z2 ⋊ SL2(Z)), τ)
onto (P, τ |P ). The key step is to prove the following claim.
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Claim 1: For each k ≥ 1, E(uke1) = λk(uke1 + u−ke1) + µk(uke1 + u−ke1)u−id for some
scalars λk and µk.
Proof of Claim 1. We follow the notation and the proof of Theorem 3.1 closely and do nec-
essary modification.
Case k = 1:
Let us comment on how to modify the steps in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Step 1: without any change. In particular, (14)(15)(16) still hold but for all v, w ∈ Z2.
In particular, we can still use (17) for the expression of ce1 while keeping in mind that
λx,y = 0 = µx,y if x or y ∈ Q \ Z.
Step 2: without any change.
Step 3: (28) still holds. After that, argue as follows:
First, since qE(ue1) ∈ qP = q[(B ∩ L(nZ2)) ⋊ SL2(Z)] and {unℓe1 + u−nℓe1 : ℓ ∈ Z}
linearly spans a dense subset of B ∩ L(nZ2), it is not hard to check that these imply that
λx−1,y + µx−1,−y = 0, for all x ∈ Z \ nZ and all y ∈ Z.
Second, notice that 〈ue1 −E(ue1), qP 〉 = 0 and (unme1 +u−nme1)ugq ∈ qP for all m ∈ Z,
one has
〈ue1 −E(ue1), (unme1 + u−nme1)ugq〉 = 0.
Then, for each 0 6= s ∈ Z, we plug g =
(
1 s
0 1
)
into the above expression and use (28) to
get
λx−1,s + µx−1,−s = 0 for all x ∈ nZ and all 0 6= s ∈ Z.
Similarly, if we set g = id, then we can deduce that
λx−1,0 + µx−1,0 = 0, if ±1 6= x ∈ nZ,
λx−1,0 + µx−1,0 =
1
2
, if ±1 = x ∈ nZ.
To sum up, we have proved that
λx,y + µx,−y = 0, ∀x, ∀y 6= 0,
λx,0 + µx,0 = 0, ∀(x+ 1) ∈ Z \ nZ,
λx,0 + µx,0 = 0, ∀(x+ 1) ∈ nZ \ {±1}.
(34)
Notice that (30) in Step 4 there still works since λx,y + µx,−y = 0 still holds true for all
y 6= 0 and this is the only part of (29) needed for the proof of (30).
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Next, observe that for the proof of the rest part of Step 4 there, the weaker version of
(29), i.e. λx,0+µx,0 = 0 for all x 6∈ {−2,−1, 0} is needed. And this weaker version still holds
by (34) for all n ≥ 0.
Therefore, Claim 1 holds for k = 1.
Induction on k: Assume now that Claim 1 holds true for k = 1, · · · , ℓ−1, let us check
it holds for k = ℓ. The proof is essentially the same as above, but notations are much more
involved. We decide to postpone it to the appendix in the end of the paper. 
From Claim 1, we deduce (1− q)E(uke1) = (λk−µk)(uke1 +u−ke1)(1− q) for each k ≥ 1.
We split the rest proof by considering two cases.
Case 1: There exists some k ≥ 1 such that λk − µk 6= 0.
Clearly, this implies that (1−q)(uke1+u−ke1) ∈ (1−q)P and hence (1−q)[(B∩L(kZ2))⋊
SL2(Z)] ⊆ (1 − q)P ⊆ (1 − q)(B ⋊ SL2(Z)). To show (1 − q)P is of the desired form, it
suffices to show that (1− q)E(B) ⊆ (1− q)B.
Indeed, once this holds, then define B0 := {b ∈ B : (1 − q)b ∈ (1 − q)E(B)}′′. Clearly,
B0 is an abelian SL2(Z)-invariant von Neumann subalgebra of B and (1 − q)P = {(1 −
q)E(B), (1 − q)L(SL2(Z))}′′ = (1 − q)(B0 ⋊ SL2(Z)) holds. By [17, Lemma 3.5], we know
that B0⋊SL2(Z) ∼= (B∩L(mZ2))⋊SL2(Z) for some m ≥ 0 and hence P = qP ⊕ (1−q)P =
q[(B ∩ L(nZ2))⋊ SL2(Z)]⊕ (1− q)[(B ∩ L(mZ2))⋊ SL2(Z)].
To check (1−q)E(B) ⊆ (1−q)B holds. We follow the proof of [22, Theorem 1.7]. Observe
that (1−q)E(b) ∈ [(1−q)(B∩L(kZ2))]′∩(1−q)(B⋊SL2(Z)) = (1−q)[(B∩L(kZ2))′∩(B⋊
SL2(Z))] = (1 − q)(B + Bu−id), where the last equality holds by a standard argument and
[20, Proposition 2.4] since for the action α : SL2(Z) y ̂B ∩ L(kZ2) ∼= T2/∼, the restriction
α|〈g〉 is free for all g 6∈ {±id}. Then, a calculation shows that (1− q)(B+Bu−id) = (1− q)B
and hence we are done.
Case 2: λk = µk for all k ≥ 1.
One can check this implies (1 − q)P = (1 − q)L(SL2(Z)) = (1 − q)[(B ∩ L(0Z2)) ⋊
SL2(Z)]. 
5. Appendix: Induction step in the proof of Theorem 4.1
In this appendix, we prove the induction step in the proof of Claim 1 when proving
Theorem 4.1.
Recall that we assume E(uke1) = λk(uke1 + u−ke1) + µk(uke1 + u−ke1)u−id holds for all
k = 1, · · · , ℓ− 1. Note that this implies that cke1 = λk(u0e1 + u−2ke1) + µk(u0e1 + u−2ke1)u−id
for all 1 ≤ k < ℓ. We aim to show the equality also holds for some scalars λk, µk and k = ℓ.
We prepare the corresponding steps as in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
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Step 1: it is not hard to see we can still write
cℓe1 =
∑
x,y
λx,y
(
x
0
)(
1 y
0 1
)
+
∑
x,y
µx,y
(
x
0
)(
−1 y
0 −1
)
.(35)
Our goal is to show that λx,y = 0 = µx,y unless (x, y) = (0, 0) or (−2ℓ, 0).
Step 2: from 〈uℓe1 − E(uℓe1), P 〉 = 0 and ug ∈ P , one can check
λ−ℓ,b = 0 = µ−ℓ,b for all b.(36)
From σℓe1(cℓe1) = c
∗
−ℓe1
, one can check that
λx,y = λx,−y and µx,y = µ−2ℓ−x,−y for all x, y.(37)
Next, compute both sides of (16) by setting g = id, v = ℓe1 and w = ℓe2, we get
RHS of (16) =
∑
x,y,a,b
λx,yλa,b
(
x+ ℓ+ (a+ ℓ)y
ℓ+ a
)(
1− by y
−b 1
)
+
∑
x,y,a,b
λx,yµa,b
(
x+ ℓ + (a+ ℓ)y
ℓ+ a
)(
−1 − by −y
−b −1
)
+
∑
x,y,a,b
µx,yλa,b
(
x+ ℓ + (a+ ℓ)y
−ℓ− a
)(
−1 − by y
b −1
)
+
∑
x,y,a,b
µx,yµa,b
(
x+ ℓ+ (a + ℓ)y
−ℓ− a
)(
1− by −y
b 1
)
.
LHS of (16)
=
∑
x,y
λx,yE
[(
ℓ+ x+ ℓy
ℓ
)](
1 y
0 1
)
+
∑
x,y
µx,yE
[(
ℓ+ x+ ℓy
−ℓ
)](−1 y
0 −1
)
.
We compute each summand below. For the 1st summand, we get∑
x,y
λx,yE
[(
ℓ+ x+ ℓy
ℓ
)](
1 y
0 1
)
=
∑
ℓ|x
∑
y
λx,y
(
ℓ+ x+ ℓy
ℓ
)(
x
ℓ
+ 1 + y x
ℓ
+ y
1 1
)
cℓe1
(
x
ℓ
+ 1 + y x
ℓ
+ y
1 1
)−1(
1 y
0 1
)
+
∑
ℓ∤x
∑
y
λx,y
(
x+ ℓ+ ℓy
ℓ
)(
x+ℓ+ℓy
dx
zx
ℓ
dx
wx
)
cdxe1
(
x+ℓ+ℓy
dx
zx
ℓ
dx
wx
)−1(
1 y
0 1
)
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(In the above 2nd summand, gcd(ℓ, x) := dx and (
x+ℓ+ℓy
dx
)wx − zxℓdx = 1 for some integers wx, zx.
Next, by induction hypothesis, cde1 = λd(u0e1 + u−2de1) + µd(u0e1 + u−2de1)u−id, ∀ d < ℓ.)
=
∑
ℓ|x
∑
y,a,b
λx,yλa,b
(
ℓ+ x+ ℓy
ℓ
)(
x
ℓ
+ 1 + y x
ℓ
+ y
1 1
)(
a
0
)(
1 b
0 1
)(
x
ℓ
+ 1 + y x
ℓ
+ y
1 1
)−1(
1 y
0 1
)
+
∑
ℓ|x
∑
y,a,b
λx,yµa,b
(
ℓ+ x+ ℓy
ℓ
)(
x
ℓ
+ 1 + y x
ℓ
+ y
1 1
)(
a
0
)(
−1 b
0 −1
)(
x
ℓ
+ 1 + y x
ℓ
+ y
1 1
)−1(
1 y
0 1
)
+
∑
1≤d<ℓ
∑
x,y
gcd(ℓ,x)=d
λx,yλd
(
x+ ℓ+ ℓy
ℓ
)(
x+ℓ+ℓy
d
zx
ℓ
d
wx
)
(u0e1 + u−2de1)
(
x+ℓ+ℓy
d
zx
ℓ
d
wx
)−1(
1 y
0 1
)
+
∑
1≤d<ℓ
∑
x,y
gcd(ℓ,x)=d
λx,yµd
(
x+ ℓ+ ℓy
ℓ
)(
x+ℓ+ℓy
d
zx
ℓ
d
wx
)
(u0e1 + u−2de1)u−id
(
x+ℓ+ℓy
d
zx
ℓ
d
wx
)−1(
1 y
0 1
)
=
∑
ℓ|x
∑
y,a,b
λx,yλa,b
(
(x+ ℓ + ℓy)(1 + a
ℓ
)
ℓ+ a
)(
1− b(x
ℓ
+ 1 + y) y + b(x
ℓ
+ 1)(x
ℓ
+ 1 + y)
−b b(x
ℓ
+ 1) + 1
)
+
∑
ℓ|x
∑
y,a,b
λx,yµa,b
(
(x+ ℓ+ ℓy)(1 + a
ℓ
)
ℓ+ a
)(
−1− b(x
ℓ
+ 1 + y) −y + b(x
ℓ
+ 1)(x
ℓ
+ 1 + y)
−b b(x
ℓ
+ 1)− 1
)
+
∑
1≤d<ℓ
∑
x,y
gcd(x,ℓ)=d
λx,yλd
(
x+ ℓ+ ℓy
ℓ
)(
1 y
0 1
)
+
∑
1≤d<ℓ
∑
x,y
gcd(x,ℓ)=d
λx,yλd
(
−(x+ ℓ+ ℓy)
−ℓ
)(
1 y
0 1
)
+
∑
1≤d<ℓ
∑
x,y
gcd(x,ℓ)=d
λx,yµd
(
x+ ℓ+ ℓy
ℓ
)(
−1 −y
0 −1
)
+
∑
1≤d<ℓ
∑
x,y
gcd(x,ℓ)=d
λx,yµd
(
−(x+ ℓ+ ℓy)
−ℓ
)(
−1 −y
0 −1
)
.
Similarly, the 2nd summand equals∑
x,y
µx,yE
[(
ℓ+ x+ ℓy
−ℓ
)](−1 y
0 −1
)
=
∑
ℓ|x
∑
y
µx,y
(
ℓ+ x+ ℓy
−ℓ
)(
x
ℓ
+ 1 + y −(x
ℓ
+ y)
−1 1
)
cℓe1
(
x
ℓ
+ 1 + y −(x
ℓ
+ y)
−1 1
)−1(−1 y
0 −1
)
+
∑
ℓ∤x
∑
y
µx,y
(
x+ ℓ+ ℓy
−ℓ
)(
x+ℓ+ℓy
dx
−zx
−ℓ
dx
wx
)
cdxe1
(
x+ℓ+ℓy
dx
−zx
−ℓ
dx
wx
)−1(−1 y
0 −1
)
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=
∑
ℓ|x
∑
y,a,b
µx,yλa,b
(
(x+ ℓ+ ℓy)(1 + a
ℓ
)
−(ℓ + a)
)(
−1− b(x
ℓ
+ 1 + y) y − b(x
ℓ
+ 1)(x
ℓ
+ 1 + y)
b b(x
ℓ
+ 1)− 1
)
+
∑
ℓ|x
∑
y,a,b
µx,yµa,b
(
(x+ ℓ+ ℓy)(1 + a
ℓ
)
−(ℓ + a)
)(
1− b(x
ℓ
+ 1 + y) −y − b(x
ℓ
+ 1)(x
ℓ
+ 1 + y)
b b(x
ℓ
+ 1) + 1
)
+
∑
1≤d<ℓ
∑
x,y
gcd(x,ℓ)=d
µx,yλd
(
x+ ℓ+ ℓy
−ℓ
)(
−1 y
0 −1
)
+
∑
1≤d<ℓ
∑
x,y
gcd(x,ℓ)=d
µx,yλd
(
−(x+ ℓ+ ℓy)
ℓ
)(
−1 y
0 −1
)
+
∑
1≤d<ℓ
∑
x,y
gcd(x,ℓ)=d
µx,yµd
(
x+ ℓ+ ℓy
−ℓ
)(
1 −y
0 1
)
+
∑
1≤d<ℓ
∑
x,y
gcd(x,ℓ)=d
µx,yµd
(
−(x+ ℓ+ ℓy)
ℓ
)(
1 −y
0 1
)
.
For any given s, a 6= −ℓ, b and y in Z, we compare the coefficients of both sides of (16)
in front of the term
(
s
a + ℓ
)(
1− by y
−b 1
)
.
For the RHS, the coefficient equals λs−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,yλa,b + µs−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,−yµ−2ℓ−a,−b.
For the LHS, the coefficient equals
δ(b = 0)δ((ℓ+ a) | s)λℓ( s
ℓ+a
−1−y),yλa,0
+ δ(b 6= 0)δ(s = y(a+ ℓ))λ−ℓ,yλa,b
+ δ(b 6= 0)δ(b | 2)δ(s = (y − 2
b
)(a+ ℓ))λℓ( 2
b
−1),y− 4
b
µa,b
+ δ(b = 0)δ(ℓ ∤ s)δ(a = 0)λs−ℓ−ℓy,yλgcd(s,ℓ)
+ δ(b = 0)δ(ℓ ∤ s)δ(a = −2ℓ)λ−s−ℓ−ℓy,yλgcd(s,ℓ)
+ δ(b 6= 0)δ(b | 2)δ(s = (a+ ℓ)(y − 2
b
))µℓ(−1− 2
b
), 4
b
−yλ−a−2ℓ,−b
+ δ(b 6= 0)δ(s = y(a+ ℓ))µ−ℓ,−yµ−a−2ℓ,−b
+ δ(b = 0)δ((a+ ℓ) | s)µℓ(y−1− s
a+ℓ
),−yµ−a−2ℓ,0
+ δ(b = 0)δ(ℓ ∤ s)δ(a = −2ℓ)µs+ℓy−ℓ,−yµgcd(s,ℓ)
+ δ(b = 0)δ(ℓ ∤ s)δ(a = 0)µ−s+ℓy−ℓ,−yµgcd(s,ℓ).
Hence, by combining the above with (36), we deduce the following identities hold for all
−ℓ 6= a ∈ Z:
λ−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,yλa,0 + µ−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,−yµ−2ℓ−a,0
= λ−ℓ(1+y),yλa,0 + µℓ(y−1),−yµ−a−2ℓ,0 ∀y.
(38)
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λ−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,yλa, 2
y
+ µ−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,−yµ−2ℓ−a,− 2
y
= λℓ(y−1),−yµa, 2
y
+ µ−ℓ(y+1),yλ−a−2ℓ,− 2
y
∀y 6= 0.(39)
λs−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,yλa,0 + µs−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,−yµ−2ℓ−a,0
= δ((a+ ℓ) | s)(λℓ( s
a+ℓ
−1−y),yλa,0 + µℓ(y−1− s
a+ℓ
),−yµ−a−2ℓ,0)
+ δ(a = 0)δ(ℓ ∤ s)(µ−ℓ+ℓy−s,−yµgcd(s,ℓ) + λs−ℓ−ℓy,yλgcd(s,ℓ))
+ δ(a = −2ℓ)δ(ℓ ∤ s)(µs+ℓy−ℓ,−yµgcd(s,ℓ) + λ−s−ℓ−ℓy,yλgcd(s,ℓ)) ∀s 6= 0.
(40)
λs−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,yλa,b + µs−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,−yµ−2ℓ−a,−b
=

λ−ℓ,yλa,b + µ−ℓ,−yµ−a−2ℓ,−b, if y =
s
a+ℓ
, bs 6= 0
δ(b | 2)[λ( 2
b
−1)ℓ,y− 4
b
µa,b + µℓ(−2
b
−1), 4
b
−yλ−a−2ℓ,−b], if y =
s
a+ℓ
+ 2
b
, bs 6= 0
0, if y 6= s
a+ℓ
+ 2
b
, s
a+ℓ
, and bs 6= 0.
(41)
Next, for any given s, a 6= −ℓ, b and y in Z, we compare the coefficients of both sides
of (16) in front of the term
(
s
−a− ℓ
)(
−1− by y
b −1
)
.
For the RHS, the coefficient equals λs−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,−yµ−2ℓ−a,−b + µs−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,yλa,b.
For the LHS, the coefficient equals
δ(b 6= 0)δ(b | 2)δ(s = (a+ ℓ)(y + 2
b
))λℓ( 2
b
−1),− 4
b
−yλ−a−2ℓ,−b
+ δ(b = 0)δ((a+ ℓ) | s)λℓ(y−1− s
a+ℓ
),−yµ−a−2ℓ,0
+ δ(b 6= 0)δ(s = (a+ ℓ)y)λ−ℓ,−yµ−a−2ℓ,−b
+ δ(b = 0)δ(ℓ ∤ s)δ(a = −2ℓ)λs−ℓ+ℓy,−yµgcd(s,ℓ)
+ δ(b = 0)δ(ℓ ∤ s)δ(a = 0)λ−s−ℓ+ℓy,−yµgcd(s,ℓ)
+ δ(b = 0)δ((a+ ℓ) | s)λa,0µℓ( s
a+ℓ
−1−y),y
+ δ(b 6= 0)δ(s = y(a+ ℓ))µ−ℓ,yλa,b
+ δ(b 6= 0)δ(b | 2)δ(s = (y + 2
b
)(a+ ℓ))µa,bµℓ(−1− 2
b
),y+ 4
b
+ δ(b = 0)δ(a = 0)δ(ℓ ∤ s)µs−ℓ−ℓy,yλgcd(s,ℓ)
+ δ(b = 0)δ(a = −2ℓ)δ(ℓ ∤ s)µ−s−ℓ−ℓy,yλgcd(s,ℓ).
Hence, we have shown that for all −ℓ 6= a ∈ Z, we have
λ−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,−yµ−2ℓ−a,0 + µ−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,yλa,0
= λℓ(y−1),−yµ−a−2ℓ,0 + µℓ(−y−1),yλa,0 ∀y.
(42)
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λ−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,−yµ−2ℓ−a, 2
y
+ µ−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,yλa,−2
y
= λℓ(−y−1),yλ−a−2ℓ, 2
y
+ µℓ(y−1),−yµa,−2
y
, ∀y 6= 0.(43)
λs−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,−yµ−2ℓ−a,0 + µs−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,yλa,0
= δ((a + ℓ) | s)(λℓ(y−1− s
a+ℓ
),−yµ−a−2ℓ,0 + µℓ( s
a+ℓ
−1−y),yλa,0)
+ δ(a = −2ℓ)δ(ℓ ∤ s)(λs−ℓ+ℓy,−yµgcd(s,ℓ) + µ−s−ℓ−ℓy,yλgcd(s,ℓ))
+ δ(a = 0)δ(ℓ ∤ s)(λ−s−ℓ+ℓy,−yµgcd(s,ℓ) + µs−ℓ−ℓy,yλgcd(s,ℓ)), ∀s 6= 0.
(44)
λs−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,−yµ−2ℓ−a,−b + µs−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,yλa,b
=

λ−ℓ,−yµ−a−2ℓ,−b + µ−ℓ,yλa,b, if y =
s
a+ℓ
, bs 6= 0
δ(b | 2)[λℓ( 2
b
−1),−4
b
−yλ−a−2ℓ,−b + µa,bµℓ(−2
b
−1),y+ 4
b
], if y = s
a+ℓ
− 2
b
, bs 6= 0
0, if y 6= s
a+ℓ
, s
a+ℓ
− 2
b
and bs 6= 0.
(45)
Step 3: Similar to (28), we have
λx,y = λ−2ℓ−x,y and µx,y = µ−2ℓ−x,y, ∀x, ∀y.(46)
Next, from qE(uℓe1) ∈ qP = q[(B ∩ L(nZ2))⋊ SL2(Z)] and (46), we can deduce that
λx,y + µx,−y = 0, ∀ (x+ ℓ) ∈ Z \ nZ, ∀ y.
Similarly, from 〈uℓe1 − E(uℓe1), qP 〉 = 0, (unte1 + u−nte1)ugq ∈ qP for all t ∈ Z and (46), we
deduce that
λx,y + µx,−y = 0, ∀ (x+ ℓ) ∈ nZ, ∀ y 6= 0.
λx,0 + µx,0 = 0, ∀ (x+ ℓ) ∈ nZ \ {±ℓ}.
λx,0 + µx,0 =
1
2
, if x = 0,−2ℓ and ℓ ∈ nZ.
To sum up, we have shown that
λx,y + µx,−y = 0, ∀ x, ∀ y 6= 0.
λx,0 + µx,0 = 0, ∀ x ∈ Z \ {0,−2ℓ}.
(47)
Step 4: show that λx,y = 0 = µx,y unless (x, y) = (0, 0) or (−2ℓ, 0).
By (46) and (47), we can simplify (41) and (45) to the following:
λs−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,yλa,b = 0, ∀ bs 6= 0, ∀ a 6= −ℓ, ∀ y 6= 0, s
a + ℓ
,
s
a+ ℓ
+
2
b
.
λs−ℓ−(a+ℓ)y,−yλa,b = 0, ∀ bs 6= 0, ∀ a 6= −ℓ, ∀ y 6= 0, s
a + ℓ
,
s
a+ ℓ
− 2
b
.
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By a similar argument as before, we can check that λa,b = 0 for all a 6= −ℓ and b 6= 0.
By combining this with (36), we have shown that
λa,b = 0 unless b = 0.
Now, we solve for λa,0.
Plug y = 0 in (40) and (44), and use (46) and (47) to get a single expression:
λs−ℓ,0λa,0 − µs−ℓ,0λa,0
= δ((a+ ℓ) | s)(λℓ( s
a+ℓ
−1),0λa,0 − µℓ( s
a+ℓ
−1),0λa,0), ∀ s 6= 0, ∀ a 6= 0,−ℓ,−2ℓ.
Equivalently,
(λs−ℓ,0 − δ((a+ ℓ) | s)λℓ( s
a+ℓ
−1),0)λa,0
= (µs−ℓ,0 − δ((a + ℓ) | s)µℓ( s
a+ℓ
−1),0)λa,0, ∀s 6= 0, ∀ a 6= 0,−ℓ,−2ℓ.
Assume λa,0 6= 0 for some a 6= 0,−ℓ,−2ℓ, then
λs−ℓ,0 − µs−ℓ,0 = δ((a + ℓ) | s)(λℓ( s
a+ℓ
−1),0 − µℓ( s
a+ℓ
−1),0), ∀ s 6= 0.
Equivalently, for all s 6= 0, we have
λs−ℓ,0 = µs−ℓ,0, if (a+ ℓ) ∤ s,
λs−ℓ,0 − µs−ℓ,0 = λℓ( s
a+ℓ
−1),0 − µℓ( s
a+ℓ
−1),0, if (a+ ℓ) | s.
By change of variables, this means that
λs−ℓ,0 = µs−ℓ,0 for all s 6= 0 with (a + ℓ) ∤ s,
λt(a+ℓ)−ℓ,0 − µt(a+ℓ)−ℓ,0 = λℓ(t−1),0 − µℓ(t−1),0 for all 0 6= t ∈ Z.
(48)
Case 1: (a+ ℓ) ∤ ℓ.
Plug s = ℓ in (48), we get λ0,0 = µ0,0. Plug t = 1 in (48), we get λa,0−µa,0 = λ0,0−µ0,0 =
0. So λa,0 = µa,0 = 0 by (47), a contradiction.
Case 2: (a+ ℓ) | ℓ.
Notice that by (46), we may further assume a + ℓ > 0. Write ℓ = (a + ℓ)d for some
integer d. Note that 1 < d ≤ ℓ as a 6= 0. Then, from (48), we can deduce that
λ(t−d)(a+ℓ),0 − µ(t−d)(a+ℓ),0
= λ(td−d)(a+ℓ),0 − µ(td−d)(a+ℓ),0
= λ(td2−d)(a+ℓ),0 − µ(td2−d)(a+ℓ),0
= · · ·
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= λ(tdk−d)(a+ℓ),0 − µ(tdk−d)(a+ℓ),0, ∀ k ≥ 1, ∀ 0 6= t ∈ Z.
Notice that (tdk − d)(a + ℓ) 6= (tdk′ − d)(a + ℓ) for all k 6= k′ as t 6= 0 and d > 1. Argue
as before, this implies that λ(t−d)(a+ℓ),0 = µ(t−d)(a+ℓ),0 for all 0 6= t ∈ Z. In particular, take
t = 1, we get λa,0 = µa,0, hence λa,0 = 0 by (47), a contradiction.
Therefore, we have shown that λa,0 = 0 for all a 6= 0, −ℓ, −2ℓ. By combining this with
(36) and (47), we finish the proof.
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